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It is the most ideal, innovative, and
safest shooting game with no pain
and no mess. 
Gellyball was founded in May of
2018 in Texas. After years of product
development, Gellyball was
launched and now has over 1,000
locations in 40+ countries. 

WHY GELLYBALL?
Gellyball is more than a product, it
provides the experience and customer
service you want. We work hard to
bring you innovative, reliable products,
and we back it up with an available
warranty program designed for you.
We understand that our success depends
on your success. 

WHERE DOES
GELLYBALL WORK?

 Ages 5+ are playing all over the
world at their personal backyard,
fairs, FECs, trampoline parks, five
star resorts, theme parks, and more!
Gellyball is biodegradable, and is
ready to work for you.

WHAT IS GELLYBALL?



GELLYBALL
BLASTERS

 

G1

G2

X3

The G1 was the first Gellyball
blaster for commercial use.

The G2 is an improved model of the G1.
It features an attached feed neck,
better materials, and double the

battery life.

The X3 combines the athletic
look of our classic G2 with a

modern  look.
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"THE GAME" 
 

"The Game" is the solution to
the constant question: How

do I know who wins?
 

It is a digitalized scoring
system that works with

sensors the players wear
with an athletic vest.
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 ARENAS
 

SIZES 
• 66’ X 33’ 
• 40’ X 20’

Our arenas have proven to be a great way to run
large numbers of players at crowded events to

maximize your profitability. 



BUNKERS
 

For mobile or fixed
locations, we have a wide

variety of shapes and
sizes of inflatable

bunkers. Currently, we
have 3 options for center

bunkers to add to the fun!



DIGITAL SHOOTING
GALLERY

 

An entirely new product by popular demand. Our
new digital shooting gallery will give your customers

a competitive experience they won’t forget.
 

Our Digital Shooting Galleries are customizable! You
can advertise your brand in large events and bring

the fun wherever you go !
 



3D MAZE



3D ARENA 
 

Introducing Gellyball 3D! Play in our 3D
goggles to have an experience like no other! 



GLOW IN THE DARK 
 

Our glow in the dark Gellyball tracers
are made right here in the USA! Using
our UV reactive Tracers will create a
unique experience for all involved.

Prepare to be amazed!



DEALERSHIP
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12 GELLYBLASTERS

24 BATTERIES
12 USB CHARGING CHORDS

24 GELLYHOPPERS
1 CHARGING TOWER

12 GELLYMASKS

500,000 GELLYBALLS
2 STRAINER BAGS

2 BUCKETS

12 -2 PIECE MASKS

10 GELLYBUNKERS

$10,000
Includes NZ Shipping



WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING
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GALLERY

Hammock Resort - Palm Beach, USA Oviedo Mall - Orlando, USA

Dreux - FranceAT&T Stadium - Dallas, USA

XTreme Park - Mexico City, MX Antwerp, Belgium




